
Elements of Keyword Research 

We provide the fastest and most cost-effective method for performing identify keyword 

research. Because we have thousands of researchers available to identify keywords 

any time, you can greatly improve site traffic and conversions in a fraction of the time 

it would require in-house. 

Analyze Website
We compile a list of potential keywords and phrases based on your niche and topics that are 

relevant to your site. Researchers focus on finding keyword traffic that are most effective for 

ranking highly in searches and driving organic search.

Research Audience
Our researchers take the time to understand what your potential audience is looking for by Our researchers take the time to understand what your potential audience is looking for by 

browsing forums and social media platforms. This helps them understand the terms people are 

using in their conversations.

Analyze Competitors
Understanding your competition is key to identifying targeted keywords. Our team helps you 

differentiate your site by finding keywords specific to what you provide. It also determines 

which keywords are working well (and which are not) for others in your industry. 

Identify Search TrendsIdentify Search Trends
Our team uses a proprietary keyword research process to determine which simple and 

long-tail keywords are being searched by people interested in your products and services. 

They help you exploit related keyword opportunities and enhance site categories, 

tremendously improving visitor satisfaction and conversion.

Quality Assured 
Our multistep review process ensures that the keyword information processed by our 

researchers aligns with your particular company. We provide each worker clear requirements researchers aligns with your particular company. We provide each worker clear requirements 

and standards, and we only select researchers for the project who prove their abilities to do the 

job right.

When a potential customer is searching for something 
you provide, you want a relevant page on your site to rank 
highly in the search engine's results. Keyword research 
helps make that happen.

Keyword Research Solutions CrowdSource

Utilizing our keyword research process is a powerful tool for
improving site traffic and conversions in record time.
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